
ShitKid

WHO THE FUCK IS SHITKID ???
NEVER SEEN A GIRL LIKE SHITKID? MEET THE SWEDISH DEVIL-CHILD WHO IS CHANGING THE FACE OF DIY MUSIC
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THE GIRL THAT BROUGHT YOU NUMBER ONE HITS LIKE: OH PLEASE BE A COCKY 
COOL KID, POOBRAIN, SUGARTOWN, TROPICS, NEVER SEEN A GIRL, I WANNA GO 
TO L.A, 666, YOUUUUU, OH ME I’M NEVER.... AND SO MUCH MORE!

SHITKID, YOU’RE OUR FAVOURITE THING!SHITKID, YOU’RE OUR FAVOURITE THING!
SHITKID, YOU’RE OUR FAVOURITE THING!



I’ve tried to describe ShitKid to a lot of peo-
ple— tried to get them onto the sub-cultural 
band-wagon of devoted cult followers. 

But the best I can come up with when I vouch 
for the Swedish genius-child is that;

‘ShitKid is basically… a shit kid.’

The person behind the infamous moniker— 
which is always met with a smirk and half-
laugh— is 26 year-old, Åsa Söderqvist. 

Söderqvist is a musician, and ShitKid is her 
first solo project. A project that was con-
ceived in 2015— in her bedroom, on 
Garageband, in the early hours of the morn-
ing following her return home from a night 
out. 

Whispering into the microphone so as not to 
wake her neighbours, Söderqvist recorded 
what would become one of her most popu-
lar songs, ‘Oh Please Be A Cocky Cool Kid,’ 
where she sang about a boy she had fallen 
for hours earlier at a club:

“Now I can’t ever let you go / I need you 
laying on my dirty floor, telling me shit that 
I already know / as if you’re the king of my 
heart / yeah please be a cocky cool kid.”

Alongside stream-of-consciousness-like 
lyrics, the track was paired with dirty, lo-fi, 

SÖDERQVIST 
DESCRIBES 
HER MUSIC AS 
“LO-FI SHIT”— 
STUFF THAT 
HER GRANDMA 
HATES.

garage sounds; noises which would 
eventually become recognised as one of 
ShitKid’s most defining qualities.

The two-minute ballad was soon released 
online. Söderqvist was nervous what the 
public would think of her quirky and un-
conventional tracks, and so forgot about 
them for months. Her return online, how-
ever, was met with a multitude of positive 
responses; the public loved ShitKid.

Eventually she sent her EP to PNKSLM 
Recordings. With an immediate response, 
Söderqvist joined the team of British/ 
Swedish music misfits, and the rest is 
history. 

ShitKid was born.

Trying to categorise Söderqvist’s music 

is difficult; it’s a mouthful and a half of 
clashing genres. She describes it herself 
as “lo-fi shit”— stuff that her grandma 
hates. Pissed-off-pop, lo-fi garage punk or 
pure RnR, call it what you want. 

Her sounds were born of the little knowl-
edge and resources that she had when 
she returned home that night after the 
club. A simple DIY setup encouraged an 
experimental creative process, where the 
ease of looping and cutting on Garageband 
eventually resulted in ShitKid’s homespun 
sounds.

Despite her unsophisticated modes of 
recording, ShitKid proves herself deliberate 
and decisive in her early tracks and cre-
ative choices. Intentionally placing her lips 
onto the microphone, Söderqvist generates 
grainy textural vocals; the electric guitar 
is strummed in a consciously careless 
manner, producing amplified punk noises 
which filter in and out of each track; she 
whines when she sings, she moans and 
makes up words— she does whatever she 
pleases, be it irregular or unconventional. 
Her raw sounds are as brazen as her huge 
ego (which is completely self-acknowl-
edged).

To some it’s just noise, to others it’s poetic. 
Shitkid’s music attracts a niche audience

with an acquired taste for purposefully 
distasteful and deliberately unskilled 
music.

Boasting two EP’s and one album in just 
over three years, the 25 year old’s quick 
production process is something any 
creative person would envy. And with 
Årets Rock Artist (2017) under her arms, 
ShitKid’s music is gaining interest, prov-
ing that it’s more than just ‘lo-fi shit.’

HER RAW 
SOUNDS ARE 
AS BRAZEN 
AS HER HUGE 
EGO (WHICH 
IS COMPLETE-
LY SELF-AC-
KNOWLEDGED).

SHITKID IS AN
ARTIST WHO
IS DEFYING
CONVENTIONS.
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Swinging 
Yeah, from a tree top 
Down into the water
Right here it’s cold now 
Cause we are in the shadows 
In the lagoon, yeah 
Over on some island 
And you are laughing 
Cause I get scared 
Scared of all the fishes in the sea 
Baby, it’s cold 

Burning 
Up in the sun, yeah
The city was much cooler 
Oh, I’m complaining 
Again about the food here 
And I get nauseous 
And all cats have diseases 
And you’re the only 
Thing that’s on my mind 
When I walk alone around town 
And I know, I know I’ll be fine 
When I get home and back
Into your arms and then 
Everything feels alright

Tropics



ShitKid is an artist who is defying conven-
tions; especially industry expectations of 
what it means to be a woman in music.

In her nine-word, three minute song: ‘Lik-
agurl,’ Söderqvist puts on a high-pitched 
voice and sings on repeat;

“la la la la la la la la / I’m inside my room / 
sing it like a girl / la la la la la”

Painting an image of a docile, ab-
sent-minded girl sitting in her room, the 
lyrics within the song allude to pre-con-
ceived and derogatory ideas of what it 
means to behave “Likagurl.” However, as 
ShitKid’s feigned ‘girly’ vocals on the track 
are dramatically contrasted with the heavy 
electric guitar she plays, which, by the end 
of the song, becomes completely raucous 
and ugly, Söderqvist mockingly demon-
strates that a girl can in fact be loud and 
audacious.

In 666 she sings about unwillingly being 
picked up by an overconfident guy at a 
club, and her eventual plan to hurt him and 
“tie him down.” And in Never Seen A Girl, 
she sighs “baby are you out of your mind 
/ never seen a girl like me?,” asking her 
partner whether she’s really that ‘different’ 
and irregular from the ‘conventional’ idea 
of a girl. She’s not groomed or waxed, 
plastic or shiny. ShitKid is angry, ShitKid 

SHITKID IS 
ANGRY, 
SHITKID IS 
DIRTY  
AND SHITKID 
ISN’T POLITE.

SHE’S NOT 
GROOMED OR 
WAXED, PLASTIC 
OR SHINY.

is dirty, and ShitKid isn’t polite. But her 
music suggests that she can be all these 
things, and be a girl too. 

Her feminist dogma is not only apparent 
in her lyrics but in her live performance. 
Many of Söderqvist’s songs are sung 
live with a devilish sort of anger, which, 
combined with her child-like ‘girly’ 
on-stage behaviour disproves the myth 
of the ‘tame’ female. She’ll crawl all 
over the stage, she’ll climb onto tables 
and amplifiers, and she’ll kick every 
isolated microphone and/or instrument 
over for no reason at all, other than the 
fact that she’s a shit kid and can do 
whatever the fuck she wants.

By the end of her first ‘This Is It’ tour-
gig at Stockholm’s Lilla Baren this year, 
ShitKid pulled her top over her head and 
screamed into the microphone, advocating 
the need to free the nipple. At Göteborg’s 
Liseberg stage, herself and permanent 
band member/bassist (Lina Molarin Erics-
son, ex bassist of Matriarkatet) performed 
the entire set shirtless and tattooed, 
reimagining an Iggy Pop, Punk-Rock im-
age— and perhaps also paying homage 
to one of ShitKid’s biggest inspirations. 

the professional and unprofessional, the 
ugly and the beautiful. She has birthed 
her own genre, name and image, prov-
ing that ‘noise’ is, in its own right, po-
etic. Breaking traditional ideas of what 
we’ve been taught to believe is beautiful, 
ShitKid proves to all of us that we crave 
something real and unpolished. 

Åsa Söderqvist has built an image that 
she adhesively stands by because she 
knows exactly who she is. That in itself 
is an admirable trait in an industry 
which, today, is trying to mould every 
female artist into a neat pre-configured 
box of ideals. Rather, ShitKid confronts 
the nuances of what music can be, 
exploring the contrasts between the 
serious and not-so-serious, 

SHITKID IS 
THE 
ANTI-POPSTAR 
YOUR 
PARENTS
HATE.

WE SHOULD
ALL ASPIRE
TO BE
SHIT KIDS
TOO.

ShitKid

@xshitkidx
@ShitKid

And so perhaps the only way to vouch 
for Söderqvist is to say that “ShitKid is 
a shit kid.” The Swedish translation of 
the name— ‘Skitunge’— is derived 
from an old folk tale that parents use 
to warn their children against playing 
rock-and-roll. ShitKid is the anti-pop-
star your parents hate— the girl they 
don’t want you to be. And that’s exactly 
why we should all aspire to be shit kids 
too— off the beaten path and our own 
brazen selves.
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Yeah, I’m on my way, on my way to Hell
Burnt up a dog and got away with it
But some of them say that’s where the Lord kicks in, but I say:

How hard does he kick then, huh?
Uh, you know he better kick me good
I’m off to Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Sugar Town

Yeah, I’m on my way, on my way to Hell
But I think I’ll live for a few more days
And just when I think that it’s time to go, I say:

Hell only exists if you believe in God, right?
So, that makes me a ghost when I die, right?
I call that Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Sugar Town

(dadadadadada)

But I say:
How hard does he kick then, huh?
Uh, you know he better kick me good
I’m off to Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Su-Sugar Town

Sugar Town


